
SUPPLIERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY YORKSTONE

PRODUCTS FROM OUR OWN QUARRY IN WEST YORKSHIRE
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Ashlar Stone Products supply a wide range of

natural Yorkstone products from our own quarry

based in Keighley, West Yorkshire.

 

Our reputation has been built on high quality stone

and excellent customer service for over 35 years.  All

products are manufactured directly on site using

the stone extracted from Branshaw Quarry.

 

Branshaw is unique from other quarries within the

area. It is pale grey in colour with some hints of buff,

which are more pronounced when wet. The natural

formation of the sandstone gives a dappled pattern

which varies block to block. This gives a

contemporary look, whilst still holding the hard

wearing characteristics of natural Yorkstone.

 

Please don't hesitate to contact us to discuss your

requirements.

Email: george@ashlarstoneproducts.co.uk

Tel: 07473 081018 or 07983 654840

Branshaw Quarry, Holme House Lane, Oakworth, Keighley, BD22 0QZ
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Diamond-Sawn Yorkstone Paving 

300 to 600 wide x random/fixed lengths 

Thickness: 30 or 50mm

SAWN PAVING The paving is produced from our own Branshaw

stone, quarried on site, which is a unique dappled,

pale grey colour. When wet the colours are more

pronounced, giving a warmer buff grey feel.

The natural durability of our sandstone makes this

product ideal for patios, driveways and landscaping,

as well as indoor flooring use.
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Quality, natural building products made to

order using quality stone from Branshaw

Quarry.

Diamond sawn building products can include sawn

walling, window and door sets, heads and cills,

quoins and anything else required on a new build,

extension or conversion. Chamfering is also available

should this be required.
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SAWN BUILDING
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Diamond-sawn Yorkstone steps

Any size + bullnose available

Thickness: 50 or 75mm

Steps are created using quality stone quarried on site

in West Yorshire. The dappled grey/buff colour of this

stone gives a modern contemporary look, yet still

holds the traditional hard wearing characteristics of

yorkstone.

Bullnosing is available if required.
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Hand dressed or textured

walling for stone facing

and construction.

A popular building product, our walling stone is

quarried and hand finished on site. Perfect for stone

facing, walling, garden and building projects. The

stone is supplied in a grey/buff sandstone from our

own qurarry.

Walling can also be tumbled and/or blackened to

create an aged or weathered appearance.
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Sawn or Riven Yorkstone

coping and Half-Round

Walltops.

Dressed and fettled

edges available.

Sawn and riven coping can be made to any width

required and are generally supplied in random

lengths and 50mm thickness. We can supply

bespoke lengths and thicknesses if needed.

Half-round walltops also available, hand crafted in

our own quarry. Widths range from 12"-18" as

standard. 
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Diamond-sawn tumbled Yorkstone setts

100mm, 150mm or 200mm wide x

random lengths

Thickness: 30mm or 50mm

Our tumbled setts, or cobbles, are produced from

our own stone, quarried on site. The product is

tumbled to round the edges and give an aged

effect.

Our Yorkshire sandstone is known for it's hard

wearing qualities and durability, ideal for

driveways and paths.
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Our highly skilled masons are

experienced in headstones, lettering,

detailed carving, fireplaces and more.

All monumental pieces are made to order and

tailored to your specifc requirements. 

The monumental stone from Branshaw Quarry is

renowned for its quality tight grained sandstone with

a unique dappled grey colour.
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Ideal for gardens and landscpaing.

The stone blocks are sawn on one or two sides,

depending on the block.

Blocks are 400mm to 600mm high and 500mm to

2.5 meters long, weighing 1/2 tonne to 2 tonnes per

block.
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We can supply for projects big and small,

commercial or domestic. Please don't hesitate to

contact us to discuss your requirements.

 

We also supply to a number of reputable stone

merchants across the UK and are always looking to

build new partnerships.

 

Should you wish to view a sample of our stone we

would be delighted to arrange this free of charge.

We also welcome site visits to our quarry in West

Yorkshire where you can meet the team and view

our products in person.

Email: george@ashlarstoneproducts.co.uk

Tel: 07473 081018 or 07983 654840

 

Branshaw Quarry, Holme House Lane, Oakworth,

Keighley, BD22 0QZ
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